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CLOUD READINESS ASSESSMENT

Guiding you into the cloud

CHALLENGE
Most organizations are moving their data or systems into the cloud. Those which haven’t
yet, know that working in the cloud is the future of cost-effective business and is the best
direction to support an ever-growing demand of information technology. Many of those
current or soon-to-be cloud adopters are asking themselves ‘how can we use the cloud safely
and still realize the benefits of it’?

OUR SOLUTION
Sierra Systems has defined a cloud readiness assessment approach based on industry best
practices and our experience in the cloud, and with cloud technologies. As depicted in the
figure below, the assessment covers all aspects affected by any decision to adopt cloud
capabilities, from your organizational and information approach, across your technology
stack, and onto your processes and security capabilities.

SOLUTION BRIEF
A Sierra Systems assessment will help you to understand the best way to move your specific
business, infrastructure, and applications to the cloud. We provide best practices and
guidance, but also recommendations for specific technologies and migration techniques that
would be suitable for your move to the cloud.
From a hard deliverables perspective, you’ll receive current state analysis, target state
analysis and gap analysis between those two states. From there, a strategic roadmap will be
defined which will lay out the actions to take to ensure that your transition is as smooth as
possible, and that it will meet the goals defined which precipitated the move to the cloud.
Our assessment service is best targeted towards organizations who have specific problem
areas they want to address, and clear drivers for a cloud transition, but are unsure of how
to best make that transition. Whether you have a burning unsupportable application,
performance spike problems which are costing you reputation and dollars, or want to know
how best to leverage Platform as a Service to build new applications, our technologist have
experience in solving your problems.

OUR SERVICES
Sierra Systems is uniquely positioned to understand how the cloud affects both your
technology and organization. From the organizational and process changes impacts, through
security expertise and real world implementation experience across the breadth of the
technology stack to the impacts on your IT support model. Sierra Systems can help you
understand what the cloud means to you and assist in defining an appropriate path for your
organization to reap the benefits of the cloud.

LEARN MORE
To learn more about how moving into the cloud can help your organization contact us:
contact@sierrasystems.com
1-877-688-1371
sierrasystems.com
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